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WICKED SCIENCE-COOL CHEMISTRY
You will have a blast with Wicked Science Cool Chemistry!  Working with 
the four states of matter (yes, there are four!) you’ll flip over polymers, 
colloids and be amazed with their properties. Decorate your own lab 
coat in wild designs and then figure out what you want to put in the next 
experiment with acids and bases. Finally, set your catapults with rubber 
balls and hit the targets – all that you’ve made with chemistry!

SCHOOL CODE DATES DAY TIME FEE
Aspen 250170-1 9/13 - 10/25 W 2:10-3:10p $114
Aspen 250170-2 11/1 - 12/20 W 2:10-3:10p $105
Townline 250171-1 9/12 - 10/24 Tu 3:05-4:05p $114
Townline 250171-2 10/31 - 12/19 Tu 3:05-4:05p $114
Elem. N. 250172-1 9/12 - 10/24 Tu 2:55-3:55p $114
Elem. N. 250172-2 10/31 - 12/19 Tu 2:55-3:55p $114
Elem. S. 250173-1 9/14 - 10/26 Th 2:55-3:55p $105
Elem. S. 250173-2 11/9 - 12/21 Th 2:55-3:55p $105
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CHECKMATE CHESS ACADEMY
Chess leads to increased focus and concentration, critical thinking 
skills, consequential analysis (teaching kids to think before they act), 
and improved math and reading scores. CheckMatesUSA makes sure 
that learning chess is fun and productive experience. CheckMatesUSA 
uses a one-of-a-kind curriculum that makes sure that children are always 
staying challenged while learning, but not getting frustrated. By using 
specially created alternative chess games, songs, dances and the newest 
educational technology, instructors make learning chess and chess 
strategies something that your kids will look forward to all week!

SCHOOL CODE DATES DAY TIME FEE
Aspen 250110-1 9/12 - 10/24 Tu 2:10-3:25p $127
Aspen 250110-2 10/31 - 12/19 Tu 2:10-3:25p $127
Townline 250111-1 9/14 - 10/26 Th 3:05-4:05p $109
Townline 250111-2 11/9 - 12/21 Th 3:05-4:20p $109
Elem. N. 250112-1 9/13 - 10/25 W 2:55-4:10p $127
Elem. N. 250112-2 11/1 - 12/20 W 2:55-4:10p $109
Elem. S. 250113-1 9/13 - 10/25 W 2:55-4:10p $127
Elem. S. 250113-2 11/1 - 12/20 W 2:55-4:10p $109

FUN FLUENCY
Join Fun Fluency on an afterschool aventura of learning a new 
language—the way your brain was meant to learn it! Students learn 
Spanish naturally through immersion, movement, games, songs, 
rhythm, reading and acting out/listening to stories. Our storytelling-
based method focuses on long-term retention, not just memorization. 
Students will quickly see how fun and easy it is to understand, read, and 
write in Spanish while being immersed in language, play, and laughter. 
Don’t miss out on your child’s window of opportunity to learn a language 
with ease at a young age. Classes are taught by native speakers and 
experienced/certified Spanish teachers. Class fee includes workbook 
and useful online resources to continue studies outside of class.

SCHOOL CODE DATES DAY TIME FEE
Aspen 250160-1 9/14 - 10/26 Th 2:10-3:10p $95
Aspen 250160-2 11/9 - 12/21 Th 2:10-3:10p $95
Townline 250161-1 9/12 - 10/24 Tu 3:05-4:05p $110
Townline 250161-2 10/31 - 12/19 Tu 3:05-4:05p $110
Elem. N. 250162-1 9/13 - 10/25 W 2:55-3:55p $110
Elem. N. 250162-2 11/1 - 12/20 W 2:55-3:55p $95
Elem. S. 250163-1 9/13 - 10/25 W 2:55-3:55p $110
Elem. S. 250163-2 11/1 - 12/20 W 2:55-3:55p $95

YOUNG REMBRANDTS
Back to school is in full swing as we present a bountiful selection of 
drawings that introduces our students to a fascinating world of color, 
pattern, and design. We say farewell to summer in our detailed still life 
drawing of a beach. We explore color usage and composition in our 
chameleon and fire truck drawings. In keeping with the season, our 
stylized fall leaves drawing challenges our technique and color scheme. 
Our students will learn cultural themes as they draw and color Kawaii 
inspired art. All this and more awaits your child in a Young Rembrandts 
classroom!

SCHOOL CODE DATES DAY TIME FEE
Aspen 250130-1 9/14 - 10/26 Th 2:10-3:10p $95
Aspen 250130-2 11/9 - 12/21 Th 2:10-3:10p $95
Townline 250131-1 9/13 - 10/25 W 3:05-4:05p $110
Townline 250131-2 11/1 - 12/20 W 3:05-4:05p $95
Elem. N. 250132-1 9/14 - 10/26 Th 2:55-3:55p $95
Elem. N. 250132-2 11/9 - 12/21 Th 2:55-3:55p $95
Elem. S. 250133-1 9/12 - 10/24 Tu 2:55-3:55p $110
Elem. S. 250133-2 10/31 - 12/19 Tu 2:55-3:55p $110

No class 9/21, 11/21, 11/22, 
11/23, and 12/13.
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